What.Hack: Engaging Anti-Phishing Training Through a Role-playing Phishing Simulation Game
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ABSTRACT
Phishing attacks are a major problem, as evidenced by the DNC hackings during the 2016 US presidential election, in which staff were tricked into sharing passwords by fake Google security emails, granting access to confidential information. Vulnerabilities such as these are due in part to insufficient and tiresome user training in cybersecurity. Ideally, we would have more engaging training methods that teach cybersecurity in an active and entertaining way. To address this need, we introduce the game What.Hack, which not only teaches phishing concepts but also simulates actual phishing attacks in a role-playing game to encourage the player to practice defending themselves. Our user study shows that our game design is more engaging and effective in improving performance than a standard form of training and a competing training game design (which does not simulate phishing attempts through role-playing).

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy; • Social and professional topics → Adult education; • Applied computing → Computer games.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Phishing is the act of deceiving people into divulging information or unintentionally installing malware on their computers by sending the victim(s) counterfeit emails [33]. These counterfeit emails work by misleading the victim into thinking they come from a legitimate source. For example, a phishing email can link to an imitation of the PayPal login screen. Victims who believe the link is legitimate will enter their login credentials to the fake site, unwittingly giving the hackers access to their PayPal account. In addition to financial gain, government-backed hackers may disrupt elections by phishing specific persons who are affiliated with powerful institutions. In the 2016 US election, John Podesta, the chairman of Hillary Clinton’s campaign, clicked on the change password link in a phishing email intended to look like a Google warning [65]. His action immediately unlocked some or all of his emails to the hacker. To repel phishing attacks, phishing defense technology has evolved rapidly. Recent automatic systems apply machine learning to classify phishing emails, but these automated approaches are not foolproof [10]. There remains a non-negligible probability of users receiving phishing emails and these users must decide whether an email in their inbox is phishing or legitimate.

Research [29] shows that hackers can effectively and efficiently target end users due to the public’s general lack of awareness regarding information security. People who are prone to taking risks are more likely to be phished [55]. Even if people are aware of phishing, simply knowing does not provide useful strategies for identifying phishing attacks [30]. On top of this, phishing attacks often convey a sense of urgency or utilize threats to pressure the recipient into responding [40]. Due to these factors, people judge the legitimacy of incoming message by visual cues, which can be easily copied by phishers [37]. Therefore, user education is a vital approach to protect users against phishing. While many organizations provide materials on how to defend against phishing attacks, such as email bulletins or information security websites [21], studies [39] found that these kinds of materials only work if people keep paying attention to them.
To better engage learners and change user behaviour, several anti-phishing games have been proposed. Although evaluations of these games have demonstrated an improvement in their players’ ability to identify phishing websites, existing games leave out email context that hackers often leverage to demand immediate attention and encourage rash decision making. A person who can quickly parse a URL might hurriedly click on the hyperlink syntax without hovering on it because it seems to be an urgent request from the boss. Moreover, these game designs are not particularly effective at teaching players how to detect combined phishing techniques. For example, some who have played those games might not fall for malicious URLs in a phishing email, but they might click on the malware attachment enclosed in the same email. Incorporating these combined phishing techniques into our game’s design can lead to more engaging challenges and more practical knowledge.

To develop a comprehensive anti-phishing game, we designed What.Hack (pronounced what dot hack), an online simulation game that features an engaging sequence of puzzles. Each puzzle requires players to study the anti-phishing rules in a rulebook that help evaluate whether an email is legitimate or phishing. Phishing emails in the game are generated by templates collected from real phishing emails. Players need to carefully identify phishing emails or they will encounter a bad ending (e.g. loss of integrity in the game). To analyze the effectiveness of What.Hack, we tested the impact of the game on players’ ability to recognize the real incoming phishing emails that came from a database of emails collected by the authors’ university. We compare it against the current non-gamified training that the university uses and a good competing anti-phishing game, Anti-Phishing Phil [56]. We found that What.Hack achieved a 36.7% improvement in players’ correctness in identifying incoming phishing emails from pretest to posttest, but did not find a statistically significant improvement for the training materials or Anti-Phishing Phil, which indicates that our context-based approach is effective for training people to recognize and defend against phishing emails. Moreover, examination of the feedback from players and logs of their play activity shows that players found the game engaging.

2 RELATED WORK
Games for Learning
Educational games can improve learners’ performance, especially knowledge that is best learned actively through experience rather than passively. For example, Crystallize [25], a 3D video game for learning the Japanese language, showed that situated learning can be effective and engaging. Reduct [15] demonstrated that novices can learn programming concepts by playing a game. This suggests that gamifying education is potentially beneficial.

Anti-phishing education often struggles to capture the interest of end users. Materials commonly used for cybersecurity training include notes, videos, and email bulletins. However, these materials are often not very engaging and separate the learning material from the context in which employees routinely apply this information (e.g. email clients). Staff interviews by Conway et al. [21] revealed a continued desire for engaging cybersecurity materials that tie into daily experiences and practices. An investigation into the current state of cybersecurity education in industry produced similar conclusions [53]. According to both reports, anti-phishing education is working and more people are aware of the concept of phishing, but more work needs to be done. Our goal is to replace training programs that typically emphasize readings on cybersecurity with a role-playing game that mimics the actual situation of being phished.

Simulating Situational Context through Role-playing
Using the role-playing approach to engage students and improve their learning transfer performance has been a well-known design strategy in gamified education. For example, Quest Atlantis [17] is a 3D virtual learning environment that allows students to work together to perform educational activities that are known as Quests. There are other successful role-playing task-solving simulation games designed for the purpose of science and ethics education [35, 54], engineering internships training [19], etc. These games indicate the potential for supporting increased levels of engagement and learning across different domains.

Research in learning theory also supports the idea of presenting information in context. The theory of situated learning [41] stipulates that “the potentialities for action cannot be fully described independently of the specific situation ” [12]:6. Shaffer [54] drew upon situated learning literature on communities of practice [41] when introducing epistemic frames for supporting learning transfer. According to encoding specificity theory [60], recall is highest when the context in which something is learned is perceptually similar to the context in which it is used. As Gee suggested, games that engage players in authentic situated problem solving facilitates learning can be transferred out of the game [31]. Experiments on tutorials in games [11] also showed evidence for the efficacy of presenting information in context in the case of the protein-folding game Foldit [22].

Game-based Cybersecurity Training Designs Review
Recent surveys [48, 57, 59] have summarized the current state of game-based cybersecurity training designs. We categorized the list of games mentioned in these surveys and compared their game type, target audience and design objectives with What.Hack in Table 1. We excluded cybersecurity games for children [1, 5, 8, 34] because they have a slightly different
game design goal. In general, these games focus on introducing basic tips of staying safe online. Tips for kids are easier to practice in general and some might even be considered applicable under most real-world situations such as a corporate workplace. For instance, Carnegie Cadets [1] suggests that one should look at the sender’s username and the subject title to identify spam emails, which is a habit that is actually exploited by some phishing attacks. In the following subsections, we discuss each of the game types listed in Table 1.

**Board Games.** Control-Alt-Hack [28] is a board game that teaches players high-level security concepts such as phishing, social engineering, etc. While this does help to increase awareness and understanding of cybersecurity topics as a whole, it is not sufficiently specific enough to simulate the low-level decisions required for anti-phishing strategies in practical contexts. In general, board games in information security [32, 49, 57, 62] are not meant to teach hands-on security skills, such as how to identify phishing attacks, which are the main focus in our game.

**Capture-The-Flag.** Capture-The-Flag (CTF) is a game-based computer security competition for students to practice skills of defending against hackers. There are two types of cybersecurity CTF: attack-defend and Jeopardy-style [27]. In attack-defend CTF, each team attacks other teams’ servers and protects their own server. The “flags” are files in the defending computer that the attack team attempts to retrieve as they compromise the computer. In Jeopardy-style CTF, teams solve puzzles by using knowledge like cryptography, coding, etc. Solving a puzzle means they capture a flag. The team with the highest number of flags wins. Researchers [27, 43, 58] have shown that CTF is an engaging and effective way to motivate coders to learn how hackers think and how to defend against them. However, these competitions usually require basic coding background to learn about hacking techniques. Therefore, they are not directly applicable for teaching the general public about anti-phishing techniques.

**System-Attack Simulation Role-playing Game.** To engage the general public to learn how to defend a computer system or network settings from being compromised, CyberCIEGE [58] and similar approaches [2, 6, 20] adopted an attack simulation role-playing design that is similar to our game but focuses instead on system attacks. A user study found CyberCIEGE to be engaging even when students knowingly fail, but did not assess learning effectiveness [58]. In this work, we further examine whether the potential for increased effectiveness and self-efficacy in handling real-world cyber threats justifies the effort of designing a role-playing game to simulate situated phishing attempts.

**Non-Phishing Role-playing Games.** Recently, new designs for anti-phishing games [14, 44] have drawn inspiration from the popular game design framework for anti-phishing training [13] and Anti-Phishing Phil [56], which do not simulate situated phishing attempts. Anti-Phishing Phil is a representative Non-Phishing RPG that teaches players how to identify phishing URLs. In each round, players act as a fish to “eat” the worm that shows safe URLs and “reject” the bait that shows phishing URLs. Visualizing URLs as worms makes the game fun, but it also takes the URLs out of context and does not simulate the real experience of detecting phishing emails.

The authors of Anti-Phishing Phil mention two limitations. One is their focus on URLs and domain names, which are only two of the phishing attack templates, leaving the player vulnerable to content-based attacks like spear phishing attacks. The other limitation is their exclusive focus on URL syntax without addressing URL semantics, meaning their players are still vulnerable to URL semantics attacks (safe URL syntax redirects to forged URL address). These limitations also apply to recent games [14, 44] that are extended from it. One of
Figure 1: In What.Hack players process emails to acquire contracts and to protect their network from cyber criminals (1). Player either select *Allow Entry* button to let the email reach the recipient (2) or select *Submit Phishing* button to block it from doing potential harm (3). If players cannot determine whether the email is dangerous, they can click *Ask IS Advisor* to take some time to analyze the email (4). Players can refer to the rulebook to decide whether this email is legitimate or phishing (5). Players need to process a number of emails within a time limit (6).

our main goals with What.Hack is to achieve more holistic anti-phishing education.

An anti-phishing game design framework [13] includes design elements such as safeguard effectiveness and perceived susceptibility. Multiple Non-Phishing RPGs [14, 44, 67] as well as What.Hack address all of these elements. That said, we argue that this framework is sound but does not sufficiently address the identification of real-world phishing threats if design elements are not implemented in a context that resembles the one used by hackers. Evidence from a psychological study [50] showed that certain types of phishing emails, such emails that sound like they come from a friend or warn of some kind of failure, are more effective than other types, such as emails that offer a deal, regardless of the specific phishing templates the hackers use. Our goal is to implement phishing attempts in a way that closely matches how they occur in the real world.

3 GAMEPLAY DESIGN

We have developed a prototype game, What.Hack, which facilitates role-playing for learning email phishing defense. A screenshot of What.Hack is shown in Figure 1. What.Hack was designed with three primary learning goals: 1) teach email phishing defense in context by replicating as many real-life conditions as possible, 2) engage the player by setting clear goals and tasks that become more difficult over time, 3) provide immediate feedback about the consequences of decisions the player makes.

What.Hack attempts to teach phishing emails defense through the game mechanics themselves. The core game mechanics encourage players to screen incoming emails to determine whether they might be malicious, and provide a set of constraints (“rules”) that players can use to evaluate an email. Over time, the rules become more specific and combine to create a complex rule set, simulating the large amount of constraints that must be applied in real life.

The key challenge in constructing situated learning approaches for anti-phishing centers on how to replicate the perceptual characteristics of the situations in which real people defend against phishing attacks in a way that is fun, educational, and not tedious. To do this, we designed a training module that provides rich visual and situational context. In
What.Hack, the player assumes the role of an employee working for a bank. To win, players need to help their bank acquire contracts by processing business-related emails and avoiding being phished at the same time.

**Porting a Subset of Papers, Please Game Mechanics to a Phishing Simulation Game**

Since processing emails is not generally considered compelling, we investigated existing games with game mechanics centered around document inspection. We observed that Papers, Please [42], a popular and highly engaging game released in 2013, focused heavily on document inspection. In this game, the player acts as a border patrol officer. The player must review the passports and other supporting documents of entrants seeking admission to a fictional communist country. To do this, the player must apply a set of rules specified by the border control office, which are expressed to the player through a rulebook. The player is directed to accept only passports that come with valid paperwork and reject or detain those with improper forms.

While designing What.Hack, we adapted some of these document inspection mechanics to the anti-phishing context of processing business emails to foster motivation for learning email safety rules. In our game, players can allow their colleagues’ business emails to go through or to block them, which will affect their company’s success. Learning email safety rules becomes necessary for players to make progress in the game. With the shift of purpose to anti-phishing training, players must now prevent their company from being hacked and help it to prosper.

Papers, Please includes a range of game mechanics that we did not adopt in What.Hack. Papers, Please makes a critique of Orwellian communist bureaucracy and dehumanizing processes [45]. In addition to the narrative, the game introduces several ethical dilemmas, forcing the player to choose between obeying oppressive laws and taking risks to advance moral causes. Since we did not incorporate critiques or ethical dilemmas into What.Hack, a significant portion of what makes Papers, Please compelling and unique was lost in this conversion. However, we consider this acceptable since our primary goal was to adapt the document inspection mechanics for anti-phishing, not to raise questions about the nature of the organization in which the player operates.

**Simulating Email Processing Context**

The following sections highlight four different ways in which What.Hack simulates the real-world context of email processing: 1) workflows, 2) time pressure, 3) interactions with IT support and 4) harmful effects of phishing.

*Simulating email processing workflows*. A major goal in our game design is to simulate the real-life trade-offs in processing incoming emails. Although deleting every incoming email is a solid defense against phishing attacks, this is implausible in many situations because legitimate important emails will be missed. Therefore, in What.Hack, the player must consider each email and decide whether to accept or reject it. The player must make this decision without performing a dangerous action (such as opening an email attachment that could potentially contain a virus).

The player interacts with a simulated operating system, as shown in Figure 1. From this screen, the player can launch other application windows. The application that plays the biggest role in the game is the email client, in which the player can view a stream of emails that have been sent to the player. Some of these emails are related to legitimate business interests of the bank, and others are not. Some emails are malicious phishing attempts.

The player indicates their intention to accept or reject an email by clicking on the buttons in the lower right of the screen. If the email is business related and safe then the player should select the “Allow Entry” button (highlight (2) in Figure 1). Otherwise, the player should select the “Submit Phishing” button (highlight (3) in Figure 1) to “shred” the email. If the player “shreds” too many legitimate emails, the player’s manager will show up and inform the player that they underperformed because their customers complained that the player is unresponsive. This mechanism mimics the real-life decision process in which every employee has to decide whether to trust an incoming email and figure out the appropriate response.

*Simulating time pressure*. A qualitative investigation by Conway et al. [21] indicated that employees are more vulnerable to phishing links and attachments when they are swamped by a large amount of work. Due to time pressure, they need to scan incoming emails and react quickly if the email is relevant to their work so that they can finish tasks in time. Therefore, it is critical to simulate the time pressure that phishing victims often experience. This is implemented through a time limit, indicated by highlight (6) in Figure 1. The game is organized into five “shifts,” or levels, which require the player to process an average of six emails in eighty seconds. Therefore, if the player takes too long to consider each email, the player will not pass the shift. This also incentivizes the player to work fast - the player will obtain a higher score if the player can accurately process more emails than required.

*Simulating interactions with Information Technology support*. Since phishing remains such a prevalent problem, many IT departments have developed mechanisms for staff to report phishing emails and they encourage people to do so. This can sometimes help prevent other people from falling victim to the same email. Since this is a key component of many people’s email processing workflow, we simulated it in our game.
Figure 2: After clicking on the “Ask IS Advisor” button, Cherise, the information security advisor, appears and says: “It appears to be masquerading as a trusted domain. “@bgredbank.com” has a letter “i” missing. Also, 128.84.125.213 is the actual URL address. Numerical address in this form is unsafe. You should submit this phishing email.”. The corresponding email is highlighted.

The button for rejecting an email is called “Submit Phishing” (highlight (3) in Figure 1).

Furthermore, many IT departments will provide consultation on whether or not an email is safe. However, this takes time, creating a tradeoff for staff members who experience pressure to process many emails quickly. Therefore, we implemented this tradeoff through the addition of a button that lets the player refer the email to the Information Security (IS) advisor for help if they are uncertain whether email is safe. After players click on the “Ask IS Advisor” button (highlight (4) in Figure 1), the cybersecurity advisor will appear and tell the player whether this email is safe or unsafe (shown as in Figure 2). If the email is unsafe, she will also explain the reason. A small amount of limited game time (2-4 seconds) are deducted to simulate the cost of communication. This mechanism encourages player to think actively whether this email is a phishing email before asking for help.

Simulating Harmful Effects of Phishing. A big challenge in cybersecurity training is teaching learners to appreciate the risks of a bad decision. Existing training materials often state these risks at a high level but do not really show the learner what will happen if something goes wrong. Therefore, What.Hack simulates how the player’s decisions lead to various outcomes, both positive and negative. From the standpoint of maximizing engagement, a key consideration is how to give the player sufficient freedom to make meaningful decisions that will have both short-term and long-term consequences on the game, while still ensuring that the players understand what they do is right or wrong.

If the player makes a wrong decision, a violation note will appear, as shown in Figure 3. If the player labels an unsafe phishing email as safe, the note will state the specific rules that the email violates. Similarly, if the player thinks a safe email is a phishing email then the note will remind the player that this email is safe. This approach helps players reflect on unfamiliar anti-phishing knowledge, which helps retain knowledge [23]. If the player fails too much, the player’s bank loses trust and the player gets fired.

Structuring the learning content

Our goal for the level design of this first What.Hack prototype was to measurably improve the player’s ability to recognize potentially malicious emails within a short amount of play time. Therefore, we focused on three popular phishing attack templates [53]: 1) similar domain attack, 2) URL manipulation, and 3) malicious attachment.

In order to maximize engagement, we constructed the shifts so that they combine concepts in order to form a progression that starts easy and grows more difficult. The progression design motivated by the theories of flow [24], elaboration [51], and the Zone of Proximal Development [61]. This contrasts with existing anti-phishing training games that typically focus on only one concept at a time, and only combine concepts on the last level [14, 56].

The progression generally increases one or two attack templates per shift (level), and continually combines these attack templates with other templates introduced in previous shifts.
The similar domain attack is first introduced at Shift 1. The URL manipulation attack happens at Shift 3; and the malicious attachment attack appears at Shift 4.

Balancing Freedom and Learning through the Rulebook. Traditional email embedded training often relies on absolute rules like “never click on links”, which are impractical in real life. To improve, the rules taught by our game should be meaningful rather than purely prescriptive. Furthermore, we designed the game so that players can perform actions at will but also learn which actions lead to negative consequences. A key innovation of Papers, Please is that the target skills (related to border control document verification) are communicated to the player through a rulebook, to which rules are gradually added over the game. In What.Hack, we explored whether the same rulebook mechanism could be used to deliver learning content related to phishing defense. The rulebook is shown in highlight (5) of Figure 1. It can be viewed at will, thereby serving as reference material for the learning progression.

Figure 4 shows an example of how a player might use the rulebook to determine whether an incoming email is malicious. Table 2 shows how the rules are introduced in the learning progression.

| Shift 1 | Allow emails from Trusted domains |
| Block emails from Unsafe domains |
| Block emails masquerading as Trusted domains |
| Shift 2 | Block any email with inappropriate content |
| Block non-business related emails from unknown domains |
| Allow business-related emails from unknown domains |
| Shift 3 | Block emails that contain hyperlinks to unknown or suspicious URLs |
| Shift 4 | Block all emails with attachment with the following file types: EXE, COM and HTML |
| Block all emails with ZIP attachment that is not from a trusted domain |
| Shift 5 | Block all emails with DOC attachment that is not from a trusted domain but DOCX attachment is acceptable |
| Ask IS advisor about emails from unknown domains that has a business-related attachment |

Table 2: The rules that are introduced in each shift. The rule-set for each shift gradually grows in complexity, requiring players to make more realistic decisions in later shifts.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Existing anti-phishing games that do not simulate phishing attempts through role-playing have shown that they were more engaging and thus provided better learning outcomes than non-gamified training [14, 56]. However, as pointed out by the criticisms of gamified education [46], not all gamified approaches are equally effective. To the best of our knowledge, there is a real lack of user study comparing two different approaches to the same gamified problem. Therefore, we ran an in-lab study to compare our game with a representative non-phishing role-playing game in addition to a non-gamified training.

Study Design

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of What.Hack, we conducted user studies that measured the impact of the game on players’ ability to recognize phishing attacks on a pretest and a posttest. In the process, we compared the game to two anti-phishing training approaches.

We compared our game with Anti-Phishing Phil [56], a competing non-phishing role-playing game that educates players to identify similar domain and URL manipulation attacks, which has been cited for over 300 times. Its latest version is also provided for cybersecurity training in Carnegie Mellon [7]. Its gameplay covers the key elements that are addressed in the most popular game design framework for anti-phishing training [13]. The recent new designs [14, 44] of anti-phishing games followed the fashion of Anti-Phishing Phil gameplay. These evidences show that it is a representative anti-phishing game with which we decided to compare.

In addition to Anti-Phishing Phil, we also compared with PhishLine training materials [9] that are currently used by Cornell. PhishLine training materials are the typical form of fact-and-advice training that have been widely used and studied [36, 38, 63]. PhishLine and What.Hack cover three popular phishing attack templates: 1) similar domain attack, 2) URL link manipulation and 3) malicious attachment. Anti-Phishing Phil only covers the first two attack templates.

What.Hack targets young professionals and adults. We recruited target players through fliers, face-to-face interactions and Cornell’s experiment sign-up system. Participants who signed up using the university’s system received 2 experiment credits upon completion. We required the participants to be at least 18 years old and that they had never taken a cybersecurity class or participated in anti-phishing training. We recruited 39 students at Cornell and randomly assigned 13 people to each group.

The user studies consisted of an effectiveness evaluation session and an engagement evaluation session.

In the first evaluation session, which targeted effectiveness, participants were given a pretest in which they identified whether an example emails were phishing or legitimate. After the participants completed the pretest, we randomly assigned them to play What.Hack or play Anti-Phishing Phil or study PhishLine training materials with equal probability. All participants were able to finish their assigned game within half an hour. Participants were then given a posttest using the same emails in the pretest. The posttest also asked players to describe the knowledge that the participants thought they learned from the game that they played.
In the second evaluation session, which targeted engagement, participants played the game that they did not play in the first session. After finishing the game, participants were asked to complete an exit survey about engagement.

Test Design

The goal was to confirm whether What.Hack can improve the correctness of identifying phishing emails with a statistically significant result. Therefore, we presented participants with emails in the pretest and the posttest. We asked them to decide whether an email is phishing or legitimate. We ask participants to choose whether it is phishing or legitimate. In addition, they need to rate how confident they are about the answer using the 5-point Likert scale from 1 (random guess) to 5 (very confident).

We selected and fine-tuned 11 real phishing emails from a database maintained by Cornell’s IT security office, which is a similar approach that [63] took to select the first 12 phishing emails for their user study. The types of messages include suspicious account activity warning, financial document review, university president announcement, shipment notification, etc. Table 3 shows the number of phishing emails that use certain types of attack templates. These phishing emails can be seen in our online appendix: osf.io/pven9/.

In addition to the 11 phishing emails, we also chose 9 authentic emails from the communications database verified by Cornell’s IT security office. They are not publicly available due to the privacy policy.

We examined the conceptual knowledge and procedural knowledge that participants retained. After they completed the quantitative test in the pretest and in the posttest, participants were asked to answer the question: “What is the strategy you used to process these emails? Please write in bullet points.” This question allowed us to better understand how they make the decision before and after playing the game.

In addition to participants’ strategy for identifying phishing emails, we asked them the following question at the end of the posttest to identify what else they had learned from the game: “Did you learn any new concepts or skills from this training that will help you prevent yourself from being hacked by unsafe or phishing emails? Please write in bullet points.”

To evaluate engagement, we asked participants the following 5-point Likert scale rating questions in the exit survey:

“On a scale from 1 (very boring) to 5 (very engaging), how would you rate the engagement of each training?”

“On a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), how likely are you to recommend this training if your friends want to learn how to defend attacks from phishing emails?”

Results

We measured the effectiveness of our game by examining the correctness percentage, the false negative rate and false positive rate before and after the game. A false positive is
was a significant difference between the two sets (variance = .329). The distributions between the two sets differed significantly (variance = .307) and 3.58 posttest (variance = .415).

The result shows that participants became more confident in a statistically significant way: the average confidence rating of Anti-Phishing Phil was 3.38 pretest (variance = .332) and 3.51 posttest (variance = .517); the average confidence rating of PhishLine was 3.51 pretest (variance = .307) and 3.58 posttest (variance = .415).

Evidence that the phishing simulation game facilitates learning transfer. To compare each group of participants’ ability to transfer the knowledge they have learned from the game or materials to identify whether an email contains malicious content, we removed 3 email examples that require knowledge of attachment file types to make informative decisions because Anti-Phishing Phil does not teach how to identify malicious attachments. We run the analysis on the rest 17 emails that can be determined by validating the domain address and/or the URL hyperlink. The training games/materials still makes a statistically significant impact on the change of correctness percentage between the pretest and the posttest for the three conditions (F(2, 36) = 13.34, p < .01) with a large effect size (η² = .426) using one-way ANOVA.

Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the score increase for What.Hack (M = .199, SD = .11) was still significantly different than Anti-Phishing Phil (M = -.013, SD = .12, p < .01) and different than PhishLine (M = -.02, SD = 0.14, p < .01). However, Anti-Phishing Phil did not significantly differ from PhishLine (p = 0.90).

Evidence that the game is engaging. There was a statistically significant difference between the engagement ratings of three training games/materials (Kruskal-Wallis H(2) = 44.121, p < .01), which a median rank of 4 for What.Hack, 3 for Anti-Phishing Phil and 3 for PhishLine (a score of 4 is positive, 3 is neutral). The median rank of rating of recommending three games/materials to friends who want to learn about defending phishing email were What.Hack: 4, Anti-Phishing Phil: 3, PhishLine: 3; the distributions in the three groups differed significantly (Kruskal-Wallis H(2) = 28.75, p < .01). Figure 6 and 7 are the bar charts of the engagement ratings and the recommendation ratings respectively.

Evidence that players learned new anti-phishing skills from What.Hack. We find evidence from the posttest questionnaire that some participants learned to defend the classic URL semantic phishing attacks after playing What.Hack: ‘you need to hover your mouse to check the actual link’; ‘the actual link will appear after hover my mouse on it’. And some participants learned to not rely solely on the sender’s identity or the content of the email to identify phishing emails: ‘do not download exe even if it’s forwarded by Cornell ppl’; ‘the content is not most reliable way to identify phishing emails’.

5 DISCUSSION

We believe that What.Hack is the first anti-phishing game that simulates phishing attempts through role-playing. Our evaluation indicated that What.Hack is effective and engaging, when compared to Anti-Phishing Phil and PhishLine. The results showed strong evidence that leveraging situated learning theory can also enhance anti-phishing training, in addition to domains such as science and ethics education [17, 35, 54].

Design implications. The user study participants thought that Anti-Phishing Phil was more engaging but less recommended than watching videos. The qualitative measures showed...
that participants retained more conceptual knowledge by playing a game than watching videos. Unlike What.Hack, however, Anti-Phishing Phil players could not practice using the conceptual knowledge to vet phishing contents. While What.Hack could enhance anti-phishing self-efficacy in the user study, Anti-Phishing Phil failed to provide the same result. This feeling of “I know it, but I am unsure how to use it” could be the reason for the disparity in ratings for Anti-Phishing Phil. What.Hack avoided this issue, which implies that gamified cybersecurity education should teach both conceptual knowledge and how to use it.

Another implication is that gamified cybersecurity education should do the best to simulate all factors that affect learning outcomes to avoid unwanted side-effects. In our case, the cognitive load impacts susceptibility to phishing [66]. What.Hack prepares players for a heavy cognitive load that they would experience in handling real threats, but Anti-Phishing Phil does not. The Anti-Phishing Phil paper [36] reports that some players did not look further to avoid phishing attacks if the URL text did not raise suspicion, which did not happen to What.Hack players in the user study.

Limitations and future work. What.Hack did not fully utilize social engagement in situated learning like other role-playing games did for language learning [26] and science education [35]. Phishing, especially social engineering attacks, is a crime of deceiving people through online social interactions. Therefore, a multiplayer extension of What.Hack could potentially enhance anti-phishing training.

What.Hack has a broader design goal than Anti-Phishing Phil and PhishLine, which may introduce unfairness when comparing our game with these two conditions. We integrate conceptual knowledge into an email processing game and let the player internalize what kinds of URLs are dangerous, whereas the other two conditions only focus on conceptual knowledge, such as URL mechanics. However, we believe the most important consideration is the ability of anti-phishing training to prepare people to handle real email threats, and we found that our game is more effective in this regard. To further determine the impact of our game on long-term retention of phishing attack methods and defenses, we would like to conduct a field study in the future.

What.Hack offers a good starting point for the development of other similar game-based experiences in the field of cybersecurity education. For example, fake news is a trending global problem and new game designs for training people to identify fake news are rare and ad hoc [4]. Our game design can be re-skinned to introduce this issue. We would like to explore in the future whether such training is also more effective by using our game design.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The main goals of What.Hack are to 1) teach players anti-phishing techniques by simulating some of the circumstances in which people routinely defend against phishing attacks, 2) engage players by offering them freedom to experiment and observe narrative consequences, and 3) deliver a set of learning content through a task progression that starts easy and gradually grows more complicated. We presented results from a lab study demonstrating that What.Hack was able to improve players’ correctness in identifying incoming threats by 36.7%, whereas a control group that played a different game did not achieve a statistically significant improvement. The results indicated that situated learning plays an important role in improving learning outcomes by engaging learners in a relatable simulation world.
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